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———. "Teaching Historical Research Methods with Data Base Software." History Microcomputer Review. 1:2 (Fall 1985), pp. 28-33.
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Vose, G. Michael and Gregg Williams: "Computer Science Considerations: Donald Knuth Speaks on His Involvement with Digital Typography." Byte. 11:2 (February 1986), pp. 169-172.


Manuscript Submissions Welcome

The Newsletter welcomes article submissions that pertain to word-processing, text-analysis, and research applications in professional writing situations. Also, hardware and software reviews are accepted, but please contact Jim Schwartz, Hardware/Software Review Editor, before submitting them (call Jim at 605-394-1246). Manuscripts either may be submitted as hard copy or on 3¼” diskettes using WordStar, WordStar 2000, or standard ASCII code. If submitting disks, please make sure they are formatted either in MS-DOS, PC-DOS, or a popular CP/M format (Kaypro, Zenith, etc.) The Editors reserve the right to edit manuscripts, if necessary. If you want your manuscript or diskette returned, please send enough postage to cover the return along with a self-addressed envelope. Address all correspondence to the Editors, Research in Word Processing Newsletter, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 501 E. St. Joseph, Rapid City, SD 57701-5995. The Editors may also be reached on CompuServe (70177,1154).

NOTES

This will be the last Newsletter until September 1986. Have a productive summer.

—The Editors